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Abstract: As an object-oriented dynamic scripting language, Python has been widely applied in scientific computation, image processing and network communication fields, etc., however, there is no enough attention paid to it in automated test. A Python-based client/server auto-dial testing mode which is successfully applied in actual wireless network optimization testing is introduced. The actual application shows that this mode brings flexible and high-efficiency features of Python programming into full play and significantly improves the efficiency of testing system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Developing from 3G to 4G is the trend of communication industry, and large-scale construction of CMCC’s TD-LTE base station and other network equipment has already begun. According to the calculations, investment put by CMCC in 4GLTE base station equipment has increased from 4.65 billion yuan in 2012 to 27.5 billion yuan in 2013. With successful development of TD-LTE, the communication technologies which are dominant in China will be developed and evolved continuously [1]. In addition, the large-scale construction of TD wireless network contributes to the increasing demand on the auto-dial testing software corresponding with it. A method for design and realization of this Python-based wireless network automated testing system is presented in this paper. The application shows that this kind of structure may bring into full play the flexible simple Python programming and high VC implementation efficiency features, improve the testing efficiency markedly and save the manpower cost.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF PYTHON LANGUAGE

The predominant characteristic of Python lies in rapid development function. Compared with any other programming languages, Python enables software designers to pay more attention to the problem itself, rather than implementation of details. Its main features are listed as follows:

1) Object-oriented: Python supports both process-oriented and object-oriented programming. In the “process-oriented [2]” language, the program is constructed by either processes or only functions of reusable codes. However, in the “object-oriented” language, the program is constructed by objects which are composed of both data and functions.

2) Expandability: if you want to run a section of key code faster or keep some algorithms private, write part of programs with C or C++ and then apply them in Python program.

3) Embeddability: Python can be embedded into a C/C++ program to provide scripting features for program users. Fast speed: running speed is very fast as the underlay of Python and most of standard libraries and the third-party libraries are all written with C programming language.

4) Transferability: owing to its nature of open sourcing, Python has been transferred to various platforms [3].

5) Interpretability: inside the computer, Python interpreter converts the source code into an intermediate form of byte code and then interprets and runs it in the form of machine language that can be identified by the computer, which makes Python simpler and easier to be transferred.

In wireless network auto-dial testing system, just like building blocks, the testers can write scripts by means of Python interface functions of open test service, and flexible configuration of test service can be realized with a limited programming knowledge.

3. APPLICATION OF PYTHON TECHNOLOGY IN WIRELESS NETWORK AUTOMATED TESTING SYSTEM

3.1. System Structure

The system consists of two major parts: CMP (Central-ManagementPlatform) and MSP (MobileServerProbe), as shown in Fig. (1).

Where, CMP software, mainly used as the client for users, incorporates monitoring and management of terminal status, analyzing, compiling and executing of Python scripts, and centralized display of terminal data and network testing information, etc. As shown in Fig. (2), the MSP software takes charge of communication with CMP, real service exe-
3.2. Design of Python-based Auto-dial Testing Operation Mode

For purpose of convenient expansion and flexibility in use of auto-dial testing system, Python scripting language is now introduced and serves as the writing and running space for use cases. In order to ensure that testers will not be affected by introduction of Python scripts, client/server operation mode is adopted between the testing script and the auto-dial testing system. The auto-dial testing system serves as a server while the scripts constitute the client. A UDP interface is added in Python operand, in order to execute the function to send corresponding control commands to PythonSERVER; it is necessary to add a PythonSERVER to the auto-dial testing system side and complete corresponding sorting and abstraction of original ATP functions, so as to form an API interface and make preparations for calling of scripts (as shown in Fig. 3).
Python client completes interpretation and assembly of various commands sent by use cases and handles various responses of PythonServer. When designing client, take thin client as the principle, and attach importance to process (rather than processing) during use of client.

PythonServer completes interpretation and assembly of various commands sent by the client and handles various responses from Python client. When designing server side, abstraction and induction of basic functions shall be enhanced, so as to ensure that codes can be kept at certain scale and will not be extended when functions of auto-dial system are expanded continuously.

In order to ensure smooth execution of control process between the client and the server and clear consistency in user usage, it is agreed as follows:

1. UDP communication is adopted between the client and the server and all contents of communications are written by plaintext character strings, in order to facilitate usage and testing.

2. A request/response mode is adopted in communication mechanism; the time required for response of requests shall not be longer than human reaction time and the response shall be accompanied with results for the commands whose results can be obtained immediately. For example, for PS service requests under normal circumstances, the commands whose response results cannot be obtained immediately can be divided into different processes, in order to ensure real-time performance of response.

### 3.3. Design of Python Interface of Auto-dial Testing System

Network data acquisition interface, terminal information acquisition interface, service testing and terminal control interface are Python scripting interfaces. Design of key interfaces is described in Table 1.

#### Table 1. Design of auto-dial testing system’s Python interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface Name</th>
<th>Function Description</th>
<th>Parameter Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MultiAdtOpenCom(Adt_Id, nPort, strType)</td>
<td>Open COM port</td>
<td>[Adt_Id, Id number of MSP], [nPort, port of number], [strType, type of UE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiAdtCloseCom(Adt_Id, nPort)</td>
<td>Close COM port</td>
<td>[Adt_Id, Id number of MSP], [nPort, port number]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiAdtDialConnect(Adt_Id, strNumber, strConnectName, nPort, strUeType)</td>
<td>Connect to a network</td>
<td>[Adt_Id, Id number of MSP], [strConnectName, name of network card], [nPort, opened port], [strType, type of UE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiAdtDisConnect(Adt_Id, strDisConnectName, nPort, strUeType)</td>
<td>Disconnect from network</td>
<td>[Adt_Id, Id number of MSP], [strConnectName, name of network card]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiAdtDownLoad(Adt_Id, strIP, strUseId, strPassword, strDownloadFileName, strInterfaceName, strUeType)</td>
<td>Download service</td>
<td>[Adt_Id, id number of MSP], [strIP, FTP Server IP], [strUseId, FTP ServerName], [strPassword, FTP Server password], [strDownloadFileName, DownloadFileName], [strInterfaceName, InterfaceName], [strType, UeType]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiAdtUpLoad(Adt_Id, strIP, strUseId, strPassword, strUploadFileName, strInterfaceName, strUeType)</td>
<td>Upload service</td>
<td>[Adt_Id, id number of MSP], [strIP, FTP Server IP], [strUseId, FTP ServerName], [strPassword, FTP Server password], [strUploadFileName, UploadFileName], [strInterfaceName, InterfaceName], [strType, UeType]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiAdtAddRouteMetric(Adt_Id)</td>
<td>Add routing table</td>
<td>[Adt_Id, id number of MSP]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATPCommand(CommandName, *Parameter)</td>
<td>General client interface</td>
<td>[CommandName, name of commands], [Parameter, parameters]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SendData(strData)</td>
<td>Send data and receive response</td>
<td>[strData, data content]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. Python Script Processing Flow

Testers write the testing scripts with Python script editor or graphic interface script editor provided by CMP [4]. After writing of Python scripts is completed, CMP software loads the use cases and activates the executing processes to analyze Python scripts, as shown in Fig. (4).

Control module, communication module, service module, Python module and test results generation module would be involved in execution of typical testing tasks.

Taking the typical download service as an example, control module activates Python editor to execute scripts and the script command message is sent to communication module in the form of UDP after Python scripts have been downloaded to MSP. Being in real-time monitoring state, the communication module will notify Python interface module to analyze the received UDP messages. Then, the Python interface module figures out the type of service to be executed and send it to the control module. The control module will activate the thread and calls the service module to be tested. The service module executes specific services and records desired testing results in a real-time way. After the service executed is completed, return to the control module and exit the thread. In this way, a new thread will be activated to execute corresponding testing tasks every time different messages are received. After Python interface module has resolved scripting finalization message, control module closes testing results file and be ready to execute test report uploading process.

4. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TEST

After the python-based LTE automatic testing system is applied, the number of newly increased testing use cases in testing of wireless network decreases from the original 1,442 to 89 (as shown in Fig. 5) and the time expended in testing a
use case suite on a regression ergodicity basis decreases from 30 days (manual test) to 12 hours now. Moreover, the number of lines of script codes written by the testers decreases from the original highest 28,525 to 5,460 as shown in Fig. (6).

CONCLUSION

Wireless network testing is complex and characterized by multiple scenarios and scattered indicators. As a scripting language for automatic testing, Python is simple and flexible and testers are enabled to expand their own test cases arbitrarily. Only a few simple functions need to be called without paying attention to the specific service flow. The wireless network automatic testing system as described in this paper is based on the scripts written with Python language and thus improves the testing efficiency greatly.
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